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Abst rac t  
We prove the following result: Let (X, 6)= 1-[iel(Xi, 6, ), be a product of a finite number of 
finite metric spaces, where the distance in X is the sum of the coordinate distances. Then for 
each non-expanding map ~p:X~X,  there exists a set R C_X such that R coincides with the 
product of its projections and tp(R)= R. This extends known results on cubes and Hamming 
graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Over the years, many analogues of fixed point properties have been investigated in 
graphs (see [3,5,14-17,20]). Since the context of graphs is not suited for a genuine 
fixed point criterion, other types of fixed objects are considered, such as subgraphs of 
a given kind in some classes of graphs, as well as ends or finite sets of vertices in 
infinite graphs. This subject is therefore very diversified, the unifying aspect of which 
being the central theme of trees: Any finite tree contains a vertex or a pair of adjacent 
vertices which is fixed by all of its automorphisms, and any edge-preserving self-map 
on a finite tree fixes a vertex or a pair of adjacent vertices. These properties may be 
thought of as the 'fixed edge' properties of trees, if trees are considered to be reflexive 
(i.e., with a loop at each vertex). 
We are mainly interested in some specific generalizations of the fixed edge properties 
of trees: A theorem of Bandelt and van de Vel [3] states that any edge-preserving self- 
map on a finite reflexive median graph fixes a cube. Chastand [4] later extended this 
result to a 'fixed Hamming subgraph' property in quasi-median graphs. The case of trees 
also admits other independent generalizations; for instance, a similar 'fixed complete 
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subgraph' property holds in contractible graphs. However, the above results have a 
common structure-theoretic flavor: Median and quasi-median graphs are, respectively, 
the retracts of cubes and Hamming graphs (see [2,22]), which are particular instances 
of cartesian-product graphs. So in both cases, the product and retract construction 
defining the class of graphs also hints at the specific fixed subgraph property which 
holds there. The purpose of this note is to show that this behavior extends to the 
product and retract construction itself. 
Note that all the results discussed so far hold in connected reflexive graphs. The 
'edge-preserving' maps are therefore allowed to collapse edges, and can be thought 
of as non-expanding maps in metric spaces. In fact, our main results still hold in 
finite metric spaces, so the relevant erminology can be presented in this setting. The 
cartesian product I~iEl(Xi,6i) of a finite family {(Xi,6i)}iEl of metric spaces is the 
space (X, 6) where X=I-IiEI Si, and 6(x, y) =~ic t  (~i(Pri(x) , pri(y)) for all x, y E X (pri 
is the projection on Xi). A map qo: X---~X is non-expandin9 if 6(q)(x), qo(y)) <<, 6(x, y) 
for all x, y E X. For R C_ X, an idempotent non-expanding map q~: X--,R is a retraction 
on R; if such a map exists, R is a retract of X. Also, R C I~iEIXi is a box if R = 
lqi~t pri(R). Our main results are the following: 
Theorem 1.1. Let (X, 6) be a retract of the .finite metric space 1-li~t(Xi,6i). Then 
there exists a box R C_X which is a retract of X and has the property that q)(R) =R 
for each automorphism ~p of X. 
Theorem 1.2. Let (X ,6 ) :  1-IiEt(Xi,6i) be a finite metric space and q): X~X a 
non-expandin9 map. Then there exists a box R C_X which is a retract of X and 
satisfies ~o(R) = R. 
The spaces under consideration being finite, Theorem 1.2 easily follows from 
Theorem 1.1, as will be shown in Section 5. Theorem 1.2 implies some kind of variety- 
theoretic behavior for graphs with respect o fixed subgraph properties, which general- 
izes the results on median and quasi-median graphs stated above. Also, Theorem 1.1 
has some consequences pertaining to the concept of horn-regularity. These applications 
will be discussed in Section 6, along with other comments and problems. The proof of 
Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 5; it relies on the fact that the intersection graph of the 
maximal boxes in X is a Helly graph, which satisfies an appropriate 'fixed complete 
subgraph' property. In their invariant form, these maximal boxes are best seen as the 
blocks of a relation which is similar to tolerance relations in distributive lattices and 
median algebras (see [1]). The details of this approach are worked out in Sections 
2-4. 
2. Prefibers in metric spaces 
Definition 2.1. Let (X, 6) be a metric space. 
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( l )  For x, y E X,  the interval between x and y is the set 
I(x, y): ={z E X" 6(x, y) = 6(x,z) + 6(z, y)}. 
(2) A set CC_X is convex if l(x, y)  C_ C for all x, yEC.  
(3) A set A C_X is a prefiber of (X, 6) if for any xEX,  there exists a (necessarily 
unique) pA(X) E A such that for all y E A, pA(X) E I(X, y). The map PA" X ~ A is the 
projection on A. 
These notions belong to the theory of metric convexity (see [21]). An arbitrary 
metric space (X, 6) always admits the set X and all singletons in X as trivial pre- 
fibers. In many cases, these are the only prefibers in X; however, this set structure 
becomes both relevant and nontrivial in some specific contexts. We begin by recalling 
some basic properties of prefibers (also called 9ated sets or Chebyshev sets) found in 
[7, 10, 12, 19,21]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a prefiber of  a metric space (X, 3). Then A is a convex set in 
X and PA is an idempotent non-expandin9 map. 
Lemma 2.3. Let A, B be prefibers of  a metric space (X, 3) such that A N B ~ ~. Then 
A N B = pA(B) = pe(A) is a prefiber of  X and pane = PA o Pe = Pe o PA. 
AS a consequence Of this result, for any nonempty set S C_ X, there exists a smallest 
prefiber in X containing S. Also, the expression of PAne given in Lemma 2.3 provides 
the basis for inductive step in the proof of following statement: 
Corollary 2.4. The family of  prefibers of  a metric space (X, 6) satisfies the Helly 
property (i.e., i f  {Ai}iEt is a finite family of  pairwise intersectin9 prefibers of  X, then 
Ai ¢ 
Let (X,6) be a finite metric space. Given x, yEX,  it follows from Lemma 2.3 
and the finiteness of X that there is a smallest prefiber of X containing x, y; it will 
be denoted by Ix, y). We define the median function m :X3---+X of X by setting 
m(x,y ,z )  = P(x,z)(Y). This operation which generalizes the usual median in trees and 
median graphs obviously has the following properties: 
( 1 ) m(x, re(x, y,z), z) ~- m(x, y,z), re(x, y ,z)  = m(z, y,x),  re(x, y ,x)  = x = m(x,x, y). 
(2) If yE l (x ,z ) ,  then m(x,y ,z )= y. 
We will also use the following characterization of prefibers as some kind of ideals 
with respect o this operation: 
Lemma 2.5. Let (X, 6) be a finite metric space with median function m. Then a set 
A C X is a pre[iber of  X if  and only if  m(x, y, z) c A Jor any x, z E A and y E X. 
Proof. I fA is a prefiber of X, then forx, zEA ,  we have {x,z)CA,  so m(x,y ,z )EA  for 
each y CX. Conversely, suppose that X, A satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Given 
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y EX,  choose x EA such that 6(x,y) is minimal. Then for any z EA, u : =m(x,y,z) EA. 
Since {x,z) is a prefiber, we have that 
u = p(x,z)(y)EI(y,w) for all wE (x,z). (1) 
In particular, u E I(y,z). 
For w=x, ( I )  implies that 6(x ,y )=J (x ,u)+f (u ,y )  >~ 6(u,y). Since uEA it follows 
from the minimality of 6(x, y)  that u = x. Thus u depends only on y and not on z. 
Hence PA(Y) : =x has the required properties of  a projection onto a prefiber. [] 
Of course, if a metric space (X, 6) has only trivial prefibers, then for x,y,z EX, we 
have m(x,y ,z )=x if z =x,  and m(x,y,z)= y otherwise. However, taking products and 
retracts can give rise to metric spaces with a more complex median operation. These 
constructions will be investigated in Section 4 while the next section presents further 
algebraic features of the median operation. 
3. Tolerances in metric spaces 
Let (X, 6) be a finite metric space with median operation m. A tolerance on (X, 6) is 
a binary symmetric and reflexive relation 7 on X such that m(xl,x2,x3) ~m(yl, Y2, Y3) 
whenever xi ~ Yi for i = 1,2, 3. As with any algebra, the set of tolerances on X, ordered 
by inclusion, is a lattice. A block of ~ is a maximal subset B of X on which 7 is total 
(i.e., x~y for any x, yEB) .  For SC_X, put 
~(S)- -={xEX: x~y for some yES};  
if S = {s}, we write ~(s) instead of ~({s}). Thus, a subset B of X is a block of ~ if 
and only if B = M{c~(b): b E B}. 
Lemma 3.1. Let ~ be a tolerance on a finite metric space (X, 6) and A a prefiber of 
X. Then or(A) is a prefiber of X. Also, for xEX,  xE~(A)  if and only if xc~pA(x). 
Proofl Given x,z E ~(A) take a, b E A such that x e a, z ~ b. Then (a, b) c_ A, and for 
any yEX,  m(x,y,z)am(a,y,b)  E A; thus m(x,y,z)Ee(A)  and by Lemma 2.5, ~(A) 
is a prefiber of X. 
Singletons being prefibers it follows that a(x) is a prefiber of  x for any x EX.  Thus 
if c~(x) A A ¢ (3 then pA(x) E pA(~(x)) = ~(x) M A by Lemma 2.3. Hence c~(x) ~ A ~ (3 
if and only if pA(X) E e(X). [] 
Corollary 3.2. Let ~ be a tolerance on a finite metric space (X, 6). Then the blocks 
of ~ are prefibers of X. 
Since the singletons are prefibers of X, so are all the sets c~n(x) obtained by setting 
c~°(x) = {x} and en+l(x)=ot(ctn(x)). These sets can also be obtained from the relational 
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powers of ~, i.e., the relations defined by setting ~1 = ~ and X~ n+l Z if and only if 
there exists y EX such that x~yotz.  All these relations are tolerances on X. Since 
is reflexive, we have ~ C_ ~,+1 for all n E ~, and the congruence generated by c~ is the 
relation ~ =- UnE~ ~-  ~ will be called a connected tolerance if ~ = X 2 (i.e., 7~ 
is total). We will use a local characterization f these connected tolerances. 
Lemma 3.3. Let ~ be a tolerance on a finite metric space (X, 6). Then ~ is connected 
if and only if it contains the relation a defined by x a y ~, l(x, y) = {x, y}. 
Proof. Suppose that ~ contains a, and take x, y E X. Since X is finite, there exists a 
sequence x=xo, xl, . . .  ,xn =y such that xi-l axi for i=  1 . . . . .  n. We then have xi-x ~xi, 
so that xo ~ix,, and x~°~y. Conversely, suppose that c~ is connected and take x, y EX  
such that x a y. Then there exists a least n such that y E ~n(x). We then have y aPA(Y), 
where A = ~"-l(x). However, since xay ,  we must have PA(Y)=x. [] 
Let ~ be a tolerance on a finite metric space (X,6). The block graph of X with 
respect o ~ is the graph G(X, et) defined as follows: 
V(G(X, 2))= {BC_X: B is a block of ~}, 
E(G(X,~))= {[A,B]: A,BE V(G(X,:t)) and A MB¢O}.  
Let d denote the shortest path metric in G(X, ~) (allowing infinite distances if G(X, ~) 
is disconnected); we define a ball N(A,r) with center A and (finite) radius r in the 
usual way, i.e., 
N(A,r) = {BE V(G(X,~)): d(A,B) <~ r}. 
Lemma 3.4. Let ~ be a tolerance on a finite metric space (X,6), and A,B blocks oJ'~. 
Then for any r > 0 the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) B C_ ~(A),  
(2) BN~- ' (A)¢O,  
(3) BEN(A,r) .  
Proof. (1) ~ (2): Suppose that BC_ct'(A), and that B is disjoint from C- -~ ' - l (A ) .  
Let x E B and y = pc(x). For any z E B, z E ~r(A) = ~(C), so z ~z / = pc(z) by Lemma 
3.1. Therefore, z=m(z ,y ,z )~m(x ,y ,z ' )=y  since y= pc(x) E l(x, zt). Thus y ~B and 
y ~ z for each z E B, a contradiction to the maximality of B. 
(2) ~ (3): Take ar- 1 E B N ~-1 (A), and for i -- r - 2 . . . . .  0, take ai E cti(A) such that 
ai~ai+ 1. Then for i = 1 . . . . .  r - 1, the set {ai_l ,ai} extends to a block Ci of c~ such 
that AMCj 50,  cir"lCi+l ¢•  for i=  1 . . . . .  r -2 ,  and Cr-I NB¢O;  thus BEN(A,r) .  
(3) =~ (1): Let BEN(A,r) .  Then there exist Co . . . . .  Cr E V(G(X,e)) such that Co=A, 
Ci-1ACi¢(3 for i=  1 . . . . .  r and Cr=B. For i=0  . . . . .  r -  1, take xiECiACi+l; then 
for any x EB, we have x0 EA, xi- le xi for i ---- 1 . . . . .  r - 1 and x~-i c~x, thus x E ~r(A). 
[] 
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r i . I  r j-1 
(A i) ~ (Aj) 
Fig. 1. 
Corollary 3.5. Let ~ be a connected tolerance on a finite metric space (X, 6). Then 
G(X, c~) is a connected graph. 
Following Quilliot [17], a connected graph G is called a Helly 9raph if the family 
of its balls satisfies the Helly property (as defined in Corollary 2.4). 
Proposition 3.6. Let ~ be a connected tolerance on a finite metric space (X, 6). Then 
G(X, ~) is a Helly graph. 
Proof. Let {N(Ai, ri)}iEt be a family of pairwise intersecting balls in G(X, ~) (we may 
assume that ! and the radii rg, i E I, are finite). Then for any i , j  E I, there exists a 
block Bij of c~ such that Bij E N(Ai, ri ) N N(Aj, rj ). By Lemma 3.4, Bij M ~r,- I (Ai ) ~ 
and Bij n ~r J - I (A j )~ ~, so there exist xijEo~r~-l(Ai) and xj iE~r, - l (Aj )  such that 
xij ~xji. Also by Lemma 3.4, Bij C_ c~,(Ai ) A ~rJ(Aj ) ~ ~. Thus {~r'(Ai )}iEI is a family 
of pairwise nondisjoint prefibers of X. By Lemma 2.4, there exists an x E f-liE! ofi(Ai). 
For each i E I, let xi be the projection of x on the prefiber o~r'-l(Ai); by Lemma 3.1, 
x ~xi. Also for each j E 1, m(x, xi,xij ) :X i  since xi EI(x, xij), and m(xj,x, xij) =xj since 
(Xj,Xji) C of J-l(Aj) (see Fig. 1). 
For any i , j  E1 we then have xi = m(x, xi,xij)o~m(xj,x, j i )=Xj.  Therefore, the set 
{Xi}iEt is contained in a block B of ~, and B n ~r'-l(Ai) ¢ 0 for all i E l ,  so by 
Lemma 3.4, B E AiEtN(Ai,  ri). [] 
4. Retracts of cartesian-product metric spaces 
In this section, we show that the operations of taking cartesian products and suitable 
retracts of metric spaces correspond to those of taking direct products and subalge- 
bras with respect o their intrinsic median operations. This allows us to define some 
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interesting tolerances on such retracts. For f~ : X/--* Yi, i El, define ~IiElJi as  the map 
f : l-IiEl Xi ~ ~IiEI Yi such that pri o f = fi  o pri for all i E I. Also, for x E l-IiE1X~., we 
often write xi for pri(x) in order to simplify the notation. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (X,6) = I]icl(Xi,6i), where I is .finite, and let Ai be a prefiber of 
Xi, i E I. Then A = I]iEl Ai is a prefiber oJ X, and PA = I]iel PA~" 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the definition given for pA is that of a 
projection map on A. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let (X, 6) be a metric subspace of l-Iiel (xi,8i),  where I is finite and 
pri(X) =~ for each iE I .  Let AC_X be a prefiber of X. Then for any iE L the 
set Ai = pri(A) is a prefiber of X,., p3~ o pri = pri o pA and A = (1-liel Ai ) N X. Also, 
B = I]iel Ai is a prefiber of l~iEl(Xi,6i), and pe,(x)= pA(x)for any x~X.  
ProoL For x E X, y = pA(X) and z E A, we have 6i(xi,zi) <~ 6i(xi, Yi)+ 6i(yi,zi) for all 
i E I. If  one of  these inequalities were strict, then we would have 
~(x,z) = ~ ~,(xi,z~) < ~ (~i(x,, y,) + ~i(5,~,~) ) = ~(x, y) + ~(y,z) = ~(x,z). 
iCI iCI 
Therefore, 6i(xi,zi) ---- 6i(xi, Yi) + 6i(Yi,Zi) for all i E I; since pri(X) = ~,  this implies 
that Ai is a prefiber of Xi and PA~ o pri = pri o PA. By Lemma 4.1, B = l-IiEiAi is 
a prefiber of 1-[ict(Xi,6i), and for xEX,  PA~ o pri(x) = pri o pB(x) for all i E L so 
pB(X) ~- pA(X). [] 
Corollary 4.3. Given a finite metric' space (X, 6)= l-[ie1(Xi,6i), let m be the median 
function in X and mi the median function in X,. for each i E I. Then m = 1-Let mi. 
ProoL Take x,y,z E X, then (x,z) = I]ict(xi,zi) by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, hence 
pri(m(x, y,z)) = mi(xi, yi,zi). [] 
Lemma 4.4. Let R be a retract of a finite metric space (X, 6). Then, for each prefiber 
A of X such that A N R ¢ ~, A NR is a prefiber of R. 
ProoL Let p : X ---. R be a retraction. If x, z E R and y E I(x,z), then 
8(x,z) = 8(x,y) + 6(y,z) >1 6(x,p(y)) + 6(p(y),z) >1 8(x,y), 
so p(y) E I(x,z). Thus p(I(x,z)) C_ l(x,z). 
Let x E R. Then for all y E A M R, p(l(x, y)) C l(x, y) and pA(I(x, y)) C I(x, y), hence 
p o pA(X) ~ I(x, y). Applying this to xn : =(p  o PA )n(x) we have xn+l EI(Xn, y) C_ l(x, y) 
for all n E N]. Thus I(x,+j, y)C_I(x~,y) and there exists a smallest integer n(x) such 
that X,(x)+l =x~(x). Since p and PA are non-expanding and both maps fix y, we obtain 
that 6(Xn(x), y) = 6(pA(Xn(x)), y) which together with the fact that pA(Xn(x)) E l(x,(x), y) 
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implies that Xn(x) = pA(Xn(x)), whence Xn(x) EA MR. So, the map p :R  --~ A OR where 
p(x) : =Xn~x) has the required properties of a projection onto a prefiber. [] 
Corollary 4.5. Let R be a retract o f  a finite metric space (X, 6 )= I-IiE1 (Xi, ai) such 
that pr i (R)=X~for  all i E L and let m be the median function on X. Then m(x, y ,z )  E 
R for  any x,y,  zER.  
Proof. Take x, y,z E R, and let A be the smallest prefiber of R containing x and z. 
According to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, B = I I ietpr i (A)  is a prefiber of X, A = B (~R and 
pA(y)=pB(y) .  To show that m(x, y , z )=ps(y ) ,  it suffices to show that B is the smallest 
prefiber of X containing x and z. Let C be the smallest prefiber of X containing x and 
z. Then CNR is a prefiber of  R by Lemma 4.4, so A C C C B. Therefore, for each i E/ ,  
pr i (A )Cpr i (C)Cpr i (B )=pr i (A ) ,  and since C=l- I iE lPr i (C) ,  we have C=B.  [] 
Proposition 4.6. Let (X, 6) = (X1,61) × (X2,62) be a finite metric space and R a 
retract o f  X. Then the relation c~ = ~(X1,X2) defined on R by settin9 
(Xl,XZ)Ct(yl,y2) - (xa ,y2)ER and (y l ,X2)ER 
is a connected tolerance on R. 
Proof. We may assume that pri(R)=X/, i=  1,2, since R is a retract of  pr l (R)x pr2(R ). 
Then, by Corollary 4.5, the median function on R is the restriction to R 3 of  the median 
function m on X, and by Corollary 4.3, m --ma x m2, where mi is the median function 
on 8 ,  i = 1,2. Take xl . . . . .  x6 E R such that xi ~ xi+3 for i -- 1,2, 3. Let xi = (si, ti) for 
i = 1 . . . . .  6. Then 
m(xl ,x2, x3 ) ---- (ml (Sl, s2, s3 ), m2(tl, t2, t3 )), 
m(x4,xs,x6 ) -- (ml ( s4,s5,s6 ),m2( t4,t5,t6 ) ); 
and by definition of ~, 
(ml (s l, s2, $3 ), m2 (t4, ts, t6)) ---- m((sl, t4 ), (s2, t5 ), ($3, t6)) E R, 
(ml (s4, ss, $6 ), m2 (tl, t2, t3 )) -= m((s4, tl ), (ss, t2), (s6, t3 )) E R, 
SO m(xl ,X2,X3 ) O~ m(x4,xS,x6 ). 
We have shown that ct(Xi,X2) is a tolerance on R, and it remains to show that it 
is connected. Take x ,y  E R, x = (xl,x2), y = (YI,Y2). If  Xl ~ Yl and x2 ~ Y2, then 
z = (x l, Y2)E l(x, y), so p(z)E I(x, y)  (where p:X  ~ R is a retraction) and p(z) 7~ x, y. 
So if l(x, y) = {x, y}, then xl =y l  or xE=y2. We then have x e y by definition of ~, so 
by Lemma 3.3, ~(X1,X2) is connected. [] 
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5. Main results 
let  (X,6) be a finite metric space and m the median operation on X. For each 
automorphism qo of X, ~o(m(x,y,z))= m(q)(x), qo(y), qo(z)) since the definition of m is 
invariant. I f  ~ is a tolerance on X, then the relation q)(e) defined by setting x q~(~)y = 
~o(x)~q)(y) is also a tolerance on X, and vice versa; clearly, ~o(~) is connected if 
and only if c~ is. Let z be the smallest connected tolerance on X (i.e., the small- 
est tolerance containing the relation a defined in Lemma 3.3). Then z is invariant 
under all automorphisms of X (i.e., for x, yEX,  xzy  implies tp(x)~q)(y) for each 
automorphism (p of X). Therefore, any automorphism of X permutes the blocks of r, 
and induces an automorphism of the graph G(X,r). We use the following result of 
Quilliot: 
Theorem 5.1. (Quilliot [17, Theorem 1]). I f  G is a finite Helly graph, there exists a 
complete subgraph of G which is fixed by all automorphisms of G. 
The graph G(X,z) is a finite Helly graph by Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 3.6, so 
by Quilliot's result, there exists a complete subgraph K in G(X,r)  which is fixed by 
all automorphisms of G(X,z). Let {B1 . . . . .  Bk} be the vertex set of K. By definition of 
G(X, z), B1 .. . . .  Bk are pairwise intersecting blocks of z. By Corollary 3.2, these blocks 
are prefibers of X and by Lemma 2.4, B = n l  <~i~k Bi ~ ~. Since any automorphism 
of X permutes the elements of {B1 . . . . .  Bk}, we have shown the following: 
Corollary 5.2. Let (X, 6) be any finite metric space and r the smallest connected 
tolerance on X. Then there exists a prefiber B C_X such that z is total on B and 
qg(B) = B Jot each automorphism q)of X. [] 
From this result, we derive the following refinement of Theorem 1.1: 
Theorem 1.1 t. Let (X,6) be a retract of a finite metric space ~IiE1 (Xi, Oi) • Then there 
exists a prefiber BC_X which is a box in l~iEt(Xi,6i) and such that q)(B)= B .for 
each automorphism q)of X. 
Proof. Let B be the prefiber of X given by Corollary 5.2. Then ~0(B)= B for each 
automorphism q) of X, and it remains to show that B = 1-IiEi pri(B). We can suppose 
that I = {1 . . . . .  n}. Take y E f i let  pri(B), then for i=  1 . . . . .  n, there exists xi E B such 
that p r i (y )= pri(xi). We define yl . . . . .  yn E B recursively as follows: Let Yl = xl. 
If Yi-t E B is already defined, let e = ~(Xi, HjEt\{I}Xj)  be the tolerance defined in 
Proposition 4.6 by writing I-[j~, (Xj, 6j) = (xi, 6i) x II jcl \{i} (xj, 6j) (see Fig. 2). Then 
r C ~, so ys ~ c~xs since z is total on B. By definition of ~, this means that there ex- 
ists Yi EX such that pri(Yi)= pri(xi) and prj(yi)= prj(yi-l ) for all j E l \{ i}.  Then, 
y~ E B since B is convex. Thus the sequence Yl . . . . .  yn is well defined, and clearly, 
y- -y~ CB. 
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YIj~ r~/il Xj 
1 . . . .  I°  . . . . . . .  °x, 
Fig. 2. 
Fije I Xj 
Xi 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let (X, 6)=lqiE I (Xi,6i) be a finite metric space, and let ¢p: 
X --~ X be a non-expanding map. Then, ~oi+1(X)C~oi(X) for all iE  N], and since X 
is finite, there exists an n E ~ such that ~on+l(X): ~on(X). Let R : qgn(x). Then the 
restriction of q9 to R is an automorphism of R (with the induced metric). For x E R, 
let n(x) be the least integer such that q~n(X)(x)= x, and let m be the smallest common 
multiple of {n(x): x E R} which is greater than or equal to n. Then q~m : X --+ R is 
a retraction, so R is a retract of X. By Theorem 1.1 ~ the restriction of q~ to R fixes 
a box B in R, which is a prefiber of R. Since projection maps are idempotent and 
non-expanding, B is a retract of R, thus a retract of X. [] 
6. Concluding remarks and problems 
6.1. It is well known that if (X, 6) is a compact metric space and ~p : X ~ X is a map 
such that for x ¢ y, 6(~p(x),~p(y)) < 6(x,y), then ~p has a fixed point (see [8]). So it 
is natural to ask if Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 still hold in compact metric spaces. Note that 
the case of median and quasi-median graphs has been generalized to infinite graphs in 
[5,20] by using conditions on rays instead of compacity as an hypothesis. 
6.2. Nowakowski and Rival [14] proved that a reflexive graph G has the property 
that each of its edge-preserving self-maps fixes an edge if and only if G is a rayless 
tree. This suggests the following interpretation of Theorem 1.2: Let W be a class 
of graphs and Y the class of finite reflexive graphs with the property that each of 
their edge-preserving self-maps fixes a subgraph isomorphic to a member of oU. For 
instance, if :,U is the class of Hamming graphs, then ~- will contain all quasi-median 
and contractible graphs (amongst others). Obviously, f f  contains all the retracts of all 
of  its members. Let G be a cartesian product of members of i f ,  and ~p:G---~G be an 
edge-preserving map. By Theorem 1.2, ~p fixes a retract R of G which is a box. Now, 
the restriction of ~p to R is an automorphism of R, and using the known structure of 
the automorphism group of cartesian-product graph (see [18]) it can be shown that ~p 
fixes a subgraph of R isomorphic to a cartesian product of members of aU. So if a¢( 
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is closed under cartesian products (as in the case of Hamming graphs) then so is ,~. 
It would be interesting to see if this type of behavior also occurs with other products 
and other structures. 
6.3. Since a vertex-transitive graph cannot contain a proper subset of vertices which is 
fixed by all automorphisms, Theorem 1.1. has the following consequence: 
Proposition. Let H be a vertex-transitive r tract of  the graph G = I~iet Gi. Then H 
is a box in G. 
This property is helpful when trying to decide if for a graph G and some integer n, 
there exists a homomorphism from G "+l to G ~ (here we consider irreflexive graphs, 
so that homomorphisms and retractions are not allowed to collapse edges). Hell et al. 
[11] have shown that if such a homomorphism exists, then G ~ has a vertex-transitive 
retract. This question is investigated in more detail in [9, 13]. 
6.4. A family 4~ of non-expanding self-maps on a cartesian-product metric space need 
not fix a common box. In the finite case, however, a sufficient condition for this to 
happen is that q~ generate a left-reversible semigroup. A semigroup F is called left- 
reversible if for any q~, ~ E F, there exist q/, ~t ~ F such that q~ q~t = ~p ~9'. If such a 
semigroup F consists of non-expanding self-maps of  a finite metric space (X, 6), then 
F = A,p~r ~gF is not empty, and its members all act as automorphisms on a common 
retract R of X. If (X, 6) is a cartesian-product metric space, then by Theorem 1.1, R 
contains a box which is fixed by all members of F', hence by all members of F. On 
the other hand, if a semigroup F is not left-reversible, then there exists a tree on which 
F acts without fixing a common subset of vertices, so that the condition is in a sense 
best possible. 
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